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	Notes2: 
	Activity2: Slides 8-15Slide 16:Slide 17:Slide 18:Slide 19:Slide 20:Slide 21: Thanks!
	Teacher2: InformativeCelebritiesCatchy slogans/catchphrasesPositive wordsPromisesBossy wordsRhetorical questionsEye-catching imagesPlay PDSA advertIs it a good advert? Why?Give an overview of PDSA (see slide for notes)Discuss what a pet needs to keep them happy and healthy (see slide for notes)Explain that, in their groups, they will be planning their own advert to raise awareness of PDSA and encourage people to donate to the charity.Show them the planning sheet and the storyboard templates.Share examples of persuasive sentence starters and leave this on the board during the activity.Ask a few groups to share their work with the rest of the class.It is likely the planning will take more than one lesson so they can make a start in this lesson and continue in the following lesson. Once they're happy with their planning, they can start creating their advert - they may require recording equipment such as an iPad and props.Thank you from PDSA.
	Pupil2: Pupils gove examples where possible.E.g. Come up with positive/bossy words and examples of adverts that use celebrities to promote their product.Pupils give their opinion of the advert.
	Time2: 
	Extension activity: This lesson is designed to be used over a series of lessons. Pupils will work in groups to create the advert they planned in this session and can present their finished work to either the rest of the school or their families.There could be a prize for the best advert.Follow up activities include:Write a persuasive letter - Pupils write a letter to their chosen celebrity endorsment asking them to help raise awareness of the work PDSA does to treat sick and injured pets.Write a newspaper article - Pupils create a newspaper article about the success of their advert e.g. A huge increase in donations to the charity.
	Adaptations for Additional Needs: For pupils with ASD:- Adjust the volume of any videos and check for loud noisesFor pupils with dyslexia:- Print the worksheets on coloured paper- Change the PowerPoint background to buff/pale yellowFor pupils with SEN:- Pair with a more able pupil/TA supportFor pupils with a hearing impairment:- Make sure any videos used have subtitles
	Evalution: 
	Title: Media at Work
	Key Stage:    2
	Topic:   Persuasive writing
	Learning Objectives: Pupils will learn about different types of media and the use of advertising.Pupils will learn about the importance of PDSA and the work they do.
	Learning outcomes: All: Will be able to plan a simple advert.Most: Will be able to use persuasive language effectively.Some: Will be able to plan an advert for a specific audience.
	Subject:   English
	Key words: Charity                              Awareness                                Rhyme                             Slogan/CatchphraseTV                                        Persuasive                                Alliteration                    Bossy wordsRadio                                  Promises                                   Humour                           Eye-catchingAdvert                                Rhetorical question             Celebrity                         Convince
	Cross curricular links:  ICT Design and Technology 
	Key Questions: What is a charity?What makes a good advert?
	Resources: PowerPoint presentation and screen                                                   Individual whiteboards or post it notesWorksheet templatesRecording equipment/iPads (for following sessions)
	N/C Links: Citizenship:- To explore how the media present information.
	Activity: Starter(Slides 2/3)Slide 4:Slide 5:Slide 6:Slide 7:
	Teacher: What happens next?Share the learning objectives/outcomes.Ask the pupils to name different ways of advertising then show the images.Write any additional answers on the presentation or a whiteboard.Play an example of your favourite advert - it could be radio, tv or even a poster.Ask the pupils what they think makes a good advert.Add suggestions to slide.Go through the following slides so they can add any they haven't got.
	Pupil: Pupils are given one minute to write down what they think happens next on their whiteboards/post it notes.Choose a few children to tell the rest of the class their ideas. Ask open ended questions to encourage greater-level thinking.Pupils have a minute to talk to their partner and then feedback to the rest of the class.Ask pupils to write about their favourite advert on either the template provided or in their books. Hear some responses and play their examples to the class using YouTube.Pupils fill out a spider diagram using the template provided.
	Time: 


